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SUMMARY
Dalhousie University is actively involved in
sustainability issues and has received several
sustainability awards and recognition for
academic programs, university operations,
and research.

Table 1. Progress summary in reaching sustainability targets

In 2008, the College of Sustainability, the Office
of Sustainability, and the Dalhousie Student
Union Sustainability Office, were formed along
with the President’s Advisory Council
on Sustainability.

Reduce electricity, fuel, and water consumption 15%

Partially achieved

Reduce greenhouse gases (GHG)s

20%

Achieved

Increase renewable energy supply

5%

Achieved

In 2010, Dalhousie adopted a Sustainability
Plan designed to provide strategic direction for
achieving sustainability outcomes in campus
operations. The Plan outlines three sets of
incremental targets from 2010 to 2020. In
2013, a campus merger added the Agricultural
Campus to Dalhousie. The Agricultural Campus
operations have been included in this report.
Baseline comparisons have been updated to
include all campuses.
One of the requirements of the University
Sustainability Policy and Plan is to issue a
public progress report every fourth year.
The first report covered years 2009-2013.
This second report covers years 2014-2017.
Many of the Phase 2 targets have been
achieved and areas for future action have
been identified (Table 1).

Indicators

Targets (Phase 2)

Progress

Increased diversion of solid, liquid,
and hazardous waste

65%

Achieved

Increased travel (commuting and business)
5% (drive alone)
through sustainable modes		

Achieved for Halifax,
Progress at the AC

Enhanced urban biodiversity

Assessed against the
Natural Environment
Plan objectives

Some targets
achieved others need
more research

Buildings achieve green building certification

10% of buildings

Achieved

Sustainable food offerings

Assessed against the Plan

Partially achieved

Major planning, policy, reporting, and
communication products incorporate
sustainability concepts and criteria.

Assessed at each phase

Achieved

Sustainability is reflected as a core
Assessed at each phase
concentration in the University curriculum		
at the undergraduate and graduate level		
		

Core programs
offered at the
undergraduate and
graduate level

Positive student and employee experience
Assessed at each phase
		
		

Strong engagement,
areas identified for
further action

*Baseline year is 2009-2010. In original plan 2008-2009 was identified however data gaps were discovered and 2009-2010 was used
starting in 2011.
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TARGET: INCREASED DIVERSION OF SOLID, LIQUID,
AND HAZARDOUS WASTE (TARGET: 65%)
Target was achieved

The “Big Switch” project was based on
five years of research and planning. In 2010,
the Office of Sustainability had students
conduct bin-ratio analysis of the number of
bins and bin types across campus spaces.
Based on this data it was noted that there
were many more garbage bins of all sizes.

Figure 1. Waste stream tonnage percentage by baseline versus performance year
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In the last four years, Dalhousie has created
and published a comprehensive Solid Waste
Management Plan and has implemented
new and innovative waste initiatives. Based
on these efforts there has been an increase
in diversion of solid material from the landfill
and our second phase target has been met
reaching
68% diversion from the landfill
(Figure 1). Annual per person kilograms of
garbage was reduced from 35 in the baseline
year to 30 in the performance year. Universal
waste such as batteries, electronics, and
fluorescent lamps have campus-wide
recovery and recycling programs. Hazardous
waste is diverted through regulated disposal
methods as prescribed by the Environment,
Health and Safety Office.
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From 2011-2016, the Office of Sustainability
student research staff conducted analysis
on bin design configurations and standards
by space. In 2015-2016, outdoor bins
and signage types were also analyzed.
This research lead to a comprehensive
bin space standard that includes type
of bin, placement, and signage for all 15
campus space types. Educational tools
such as videos, presentations, and stores
sheets were developed and used in the
implementation and management of
a new system. Other research efforts
include, analyzing catering waste and
recommending product switching from
plastic to wood-based products, creating
point-of-sale signage for retail outlets, and
developing and promoting a special events
guide.

Figure 2. Percentage of waste bin type on campus before and after the Big Switch

Between 2016 and 2017, all campus
spaces were upgraded to match the new
bin space standards. The implementation
process included engagement of seven
undergraduate and graduate students, 40
custodial staff, supervisors and managers,
five trucking and grounds staff, and Office
of Sustainability staff. All campus buildings
were covered in the implementation
process. Over 4000 waste management
signs and stickers were placed, 4500
garbage bins were removed from the
system, and more than 3000 recycling and
compost bins were added to the system.

Bins were re-purposed were possible.
Some signs were translated into four
languages and placed in key buildings.
Signage includes a variety of materials
including construction and demolition
items. Waste audits done after the Big
Switch resulted in 15-33% reduction in
contamination of the waste stream on
three of four campuses. One campus
results showed no difference in
contamination rates. Waste Bin ratios
before and after the Big Switch showed
a rebalance of the system by volume and
stream (Figure 2).
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Other programs changes were made to
waste management systems. Electronics
and battery recycling programs changed to
provide more access to recycling options with
on-line ticket and order systems. An expanded
polystyrene (EPS) pilot recycling program
was set-up for the Tupper building and for
events. Most of the garbage dumpsters
were removed from campus properties in
Halifax. Material is now collected from waste
rooms and outdoor boxes by university
recycling staff. This material is brought to the
warehouse. At the warehouse, organics and
recyclables are now weighed on a floor scale
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before the hauler picks them up. Garbage
and cardboard are compacted, and the
hauler provides weights from the landfill and
paper recycler. Construction and Demolition
(C&D) waste is now sorted into metal,
clean wood (at the workshops), and mixed
C&D. Revenue is generated from metal and
cardboard. Removing dumpsters eliminated
illegal dumping at these sites. All campuses
switched to clear bags expect for specialized
waste.
Some examples of on-going waste diversion
programs include the annual community
yard sale, the Dump and Run (Figure 3).
This event is led by the Saint Mary’s
University environmental student society in
conjunction with Dalhousie. Over five tonnes
of material is reused and money is raised for
charities.
The Procurement department manages an
on-line surplus goods system to reuse items
on campus and in the community. On all
campuses, there are programs and facilities
to divert paper and cardboard, recyclables,
organics (throughout buildings and in
kitchens), electronics, construction and
demolition waste, fluorescent lights, paint,
batteries, and other universal waste.
Figure 3. Dump and Run Volunteers at the Studley Gym
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REDUCE ELECTRICITY, FUEL, AND WATER CONSUMPTION
PER/ PERSON (TARGET: 15%)
Target was partially achieved
Several variables impact utility consumption
such as space type (i.e. lab buildings use
more energy per square foot than academic
buildings), weather, occupant density, space
changes, square footage, and construction
projects. The utility budget is impacted by
consumption and costs.
Electricity: Electricity is used for functions
such as lighting; heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems; chilling (large
electrical chiller); appliances and equipment.
Newer buildings tend to have more power
needs for items such as plug loads. Some
buildings use more electricity for heating
(heat pump) versus older steam-based
heating systems. Overall their total energy
requirements maybe lower based on efficiency
of systems and controllability.
Fuels: On campus, fuel (diesel, propane, light
fuel oil, and natural gas) is used for back-up
generators, kitchen cooking, lab equipment,
heating, humidification, and some cooling
(large steam chiller). Over 95% of all Dalhousie
campuses structures (Halifax and Agriculture

Figure 4. AC Campus Lighting project team members in front of new LED lights at the
MacRae Library
campuses) are on a District Energy (DE)
system. Natural gas is used at the Halifax
Central Heating Plant to make steam which
is sent to buildings for heating. Recently the

steam line from the Carleton Campus to
Sexton Campus has been replaced with a hot
water line. Some buildings also receive cooling
through a central chilled water loop. At the
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Agricultural Campus, biomass is used for
district energy heating. A major project is
underway to convert the steam system to
hot water and install a turbine to create
electricity and use waste heat for heating.
During this reporting period, several energy
efficiency projects have been or are being
implemented including a full campus
lighting upgrade for the Agricultural
Campus (Figure 4), addition of steam pipe
insulation (Figure 5), full building retrofit
of the Tupper bld., conversion of steam
to hotwater line from Carleton to Sexton
campus, high efficiency pumps project,
and biomass co-generation district energy
system. Ongoing educational initiatives such
as presentations, lectures and programs like
the annual Ecolympics are implemented
(Figure 6).
For electricity, total kWh consumption for
all campuses has dropped by less than 1%
compared to the 2009-2010 baseline year.
The kWh consumption per square foot of
campus property has been reduced by 10%
while campus weighted population rose
by 7%. There is a 8% kWh consumption
reduction per person comparing 20092010 to 2016-2017. Costs have risen by
18% since 2009-2010. Weighted population
considers part-time, full-time and residence
student and employee status as it relates to
consumption. Though per person electricity
consumption has been reduced by 8%, this

Figure 5. Fitted steam pipe insulation as part
of steam pipe upgrade
falls short of the phase 2 target of 15%.
Over the last eight years, new loads are
being added to the campus beyond the
current infrastructure including more
electricity being used for heating (ex. heat
pumps and variable refrigerant flow), for
plug load and computing, and research and
health related services.
On average, fuel consumption decreased
by (5% weather normalized) from 2009
baseline. Costs were variable with a
decrease in price from switching from oil
to natural gas initially and then years of
varying gas, oil and biomass prices. The
average fuel pricing costs for all campuses
and all fuels is a comparable kWhe price as
the baseline year. Campus population rose
by 7% and the per person consumption
decreased by 12% weather normalized.

Figure 6. Student commitment as part of
Ecolympics
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All campuses combined energy
consumption comparing the baseline year
to 2016-2017 showed a 11% reduction per
person and 13% reduction per square foot
(Table 2.)
Water: On campus, potable water is
used for fixtures (faucets, toilets, urinals,
showers); laundry and kitchen use (there
are seven commercial kitchens at the
Halifax campuses and one kitchen at the
AC), water-cooled equipment, process water
(ex. cooling towers and research like the
Aquaculture and Aquatron facilities), and
the pool.
The Agriculture Campus is in the process
of having most water systems converted
from well water to town water. No water
consumption data is available for this
campus at this time, but will be available
for next reporting period. At the Halifax
campuses, water projects were completed
such as an all campus water fixture
upgrade, Tupper building water upgrades,
addition of a rain water cistern at the
LeMarchant Place bld., elimination of makeup water for Sexton steam line as the line
was converted to hot water, process water
upgrades at Sexton campus, and continual
optimization of the Aquatron facility. New
fountains with filtration and reusable bottle
fill ups are upgraded each year by Facilities
Management.

Table 2. Total kWhe fuel reduction per square foot of baseline versus performance years
Electricity

Fuel

Total kWHe square foot

2009-2010

16

37

53

2016-2017

14

32

46

Water
reductionper
perperson
person
Water
reduction
2009-2010

64.34

2010-2011

56.91

2011-2012

51.53

2012-2013

46.29

2013-2014

39.01

2014-2015

36.32

2015-2016

35.58

2016-2017

31.53

Figure 7. Total water reduction per person per m3 at the Halifax campuses comparing baseline
to performance year
Water consumption was reduced from 20092010 baseline by 47%. The m3 ratio per square
foot of campus property has been reduced by
53% while campus weighted population rose by
7%. A total reduction of 51% per person per m3

was achieved in 2016-2017 compared to
2009-2010 (Figure 7). In the seven years
since 2009-2010, costs have risen by
47%.
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REDUCE GREEN-HOUSE GASES (GHGS)
(TARGET: 20% – SCOPE 1 & 2 EMISSIONS)
Target has been achieved
In 2010, Dalhousie released its comprehensive
Climate Change Plan that includes key goals
of reducing greenhouse gases, adapting to a
changing climate, and increasing knowledge
through action strategies. Each year a GHG
inventory report is released to track progress

on climate change objectives. The phase Two
target for 2016 was 20% reduction of GHGs
from the baseline year 2009-2010 for Scope
1 and 2 emissions. Scope 1 emissions are
on-site fuels used for facilities and fleet, plus
refrigerants. Scope 2 is purchased electricity.

This target was achieved in 2015-2016. In 20162017, a 18% reduction was achieved along with
a 23% decrease in emissions per square foot
and a 27% decrease in emissions per weighted
population (Figure 8).

(a) Annual Emissions by Scope (All Campuses)
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Figure 8. Greenhouse gas reductions year over year since 2009-2010 baseline year
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INCREASE RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPPLY ON-CAMPUS
(TARGET: 5%)
Target met
Renewable energy refers to energy that comes
from natural resources such as sunlight, the
earth, the sea, and wind, and organic sources.
In the last four years, several new solar
installations have been added to bring total
installations to eight systems.
1. Solar Wall (pre-heats air coming into the
building) – Mona Campbell Building
2. Pole mounted solar photovoltaics (PV)
creates electricity) – Agricultural Campus
TREEHouse
3. Solar PV/air system – Computer Science
Building
4. Ground mounted Solar PV System –
Sexton Campus soccer field
5. Solar Thermal – Life Sciences Centre
(currently being redesigned)
6. Solar Thermal (pre-heats hotwater) –
LeMarchant Place
7. Wall Mounted PV – Student Union Building
8. Penthouse Roof mounted ballasted
PV – Weldon Law building

Figure 9. Solar PV installation at the Weldon Law building
Although the total energy production of
the on-campus solar systems compared
to the building energy load is small, they
provide an opportunity for research,
student engagement, and renewable energy
production. The Carbon Consultancy, a
program of the Environmental Law Student
Society, raised partial funding for the PV
system on the Weldon Law building through
individual and organizational carbon pledges
(Figure 9). The remainder of the funding
was provided by the University using our
Sustainability projects business case model.
The Agricultural Campus uses biomass
for district heating at this campus. In
2014, a Renewable Energy Master Plan

was developed for the Agricultural Campus.
One key project in the plan was to upgrade
the central heating plant to a biomass cogeneration systems creating electricity and
using waste heat for heating. A successful
application was made to the Community Feed
and Tarriff (COMFIT) program for a biomass
co-generation system. This project is underway
and the performance will be discussed in the
next progress report. As part of this project,
biomass fuel and silviculture approaches were
reviewed and enhanced.
Of all the fuel and electrical energy consumed
on Dalhousie campuses 9% comes from
renewable energy sources (biomass and solar).
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INCREASED TRAVEL (COMMUTING AND BUSINESS)
THROUGH SUSTAINABLE MODES
(TARGET: 5% REDUCTION OF DRIVE ALONE)
Target partially met
In 2016, an updated version of the
Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
plan was released. It includes progress made to
date on travel avoidance, active transportation,
transit, vehicle sharing, and parking and fleet
management.
During the reporting period, several programs
and processes were implemented including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an annual commuter survey;
the Employee Bus Pass program with HRM
(students also have a bus pass) (Figure 10);
an updated agreement for Car Share
services on campus;
the installation of more bike racks, bike
pumps and placement of a bus shelter;
creation of an End-of-Trip Guide;
addition of electric vehicle infrastructure;
re-promotion of the Ride-Share program;
active transportation guidelines for the
university; and
many events on campus and in the
community.

More information can also be found under
the Transportation section of the Office of
Sustainability website.
Regarding fleet management, green fleet
and vehicle share guidelines were developed.
Security Services has swapped out two high
consuming vehicles to a lower emitting hybrid
and electric hybrid vehicles. The student
Bike Centre Society has expanded their
programs and services at the Bike Centre
and Athletics continue to run a bike loan
program out of the Gym at the AC. Data from
the Annual Commuter Survey show a 5%
reduction of single occupant vehicle use to
the Halifax campuses and a 2% reduction for
the Agricultural campus. At the Agricultural
campus no local transit service is currently
available.

Figure 10. Employee Bus Pass participant
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ENHANCED URBAN BIODIVERSITY
(TARGET: ASSESSED AGAINST PLAN)
Some targets achieved others need more research
The University Natural Environment Plan was
released in 2014. The plan includes several
ecological, economic, and social values,
indicators and targets. Key strategies in
reaching Plan objectives include reducing
invasive species; maintaining tree health, and
planting more native trees and vegetative
species that consider resiliency, storm water
management, canopy cover, noise, erosion
control and biodiversity. Other objectives
include using the campus as research and
teaching opportunities, increasing campus
edibles from trees, and enhancing people’s
experiences with the natural environment.
A fundamental guideline established in the
plan is the biomass replacement policy. If a
tree is taken down for campus infrastructure
projects the equivalent biomass should
be replaced (Figure 11). Based on the
implementation of this guideline, 462 native
and adapted trees have been planted in
the last five years at and around the Halifax
campuses and on the Agricultural campus.
With removals and plantings there is a net tree

addition of close to 400 trees. Through these
planting and replacement efforts percentages
of invasive species have gone down and trees
diversification has gone up.
Norway Maple percentage of total trees at the
Halifax campus has gone down from 20% to
18%.
Figure 11. Biomass replacement
measurement
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Multiple faculties uses the campus grounds
as places for learning, teaching and handson-projects through courses like Landscape
Architecture, Urban Forestry, Environmental
Science and Biology. Areas on campus are
being enhanced with native plantings and
invasive removals. A recent honours thesis
used Dalhousie Tree Inventory to calculate the
carbon sequestered by campus trees.
Office of Sustainability and grounds staff are
working together to fund and implement
natural vegetation initiatives around campuses
including the installation of three rain gardens
at the Halifax campuses, a vegetative swale
at the Agricultural campus, and not mowing
areas to create meadows. For Earth Day, for the
last couple of years the Friends of the Garden
have packed Black-Eyed Susan seeds for
distribution at events (Figure 12).
Green roofs have been added to some of the
new buildings and research is being conducted
on the biodiversity benefits of these systems.

Figure 12. Friends of the Garden staff
and volunteers
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BUILDINGS ACHIEVING GREEN BUILDING CERTIFICATION
STATUS (TARGET: 10% OF BUILDINGS)
Target achieved
Fundamental green building concepts can be
found in all types and ages of buildings from
elegant design that maximizes durability,
simplicity, smooth systems integration, and
passive methods for light, heat and cooling.

Since 2010, six buildings have been built
(Mona Campbell, Life Science Research
Institute, Steele Ocean Science, LeMarchant
Place, Wallace McCain Learning Commons,
Collaborative Health Education) with two

more under construction (IDEA and the
Fitness Centre). All eight buildings are
LEED® Gold or Silver certified or are
LEED® Gold or Silver candidate buildings.
The six buildings currently with LEED
certification (NC) represent 11% of the
University building stock.
Throughout the eight new Dalhousie
buildings, several new initiatives
and features have been or are being
implemented including:
•

•

•

Figure 13. Wood reclaimed from trees taken down on the building site being reused in the building

Sustainable sites: electric car charge
stations, end-of-trip indoor and
outdoor facilities, green roofs, white
roof, naturalized vegetative areas, and
permeable concrete.
Water efficiency: rain water cisterns,
low-flow fixtures, and eliminating once
through water cooled equipment.
Energy and Atmosphere: geoexchange (ground source heat
pumps), solar strategies (air heatingsolar wall, hot-water heating - solar
thermal, electricity generation – solar
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•

•

•

photovoltaics and battery storage),
variable refrigerant flow (VRF) heatrecovery heat-pump system, high
efficiency equipment and systems, triplepane windows and higher than normal
envelope insulation, LED lighting, active
chilled beams, assembly water and air
testing, measurement and verification,
and enhanced commissioning.
Materials and Resources: CarbonCure
concrete block, FSC certified wood,
bubble deck construction, deconstruction
and salvage, and other local and recycled
content products.
Environmental Quality: Low VOC furniture
and products and air quality sensors and
testing.
Innovation and Design: tree re-use (tree
on site were used for furniture in the
building and the biomass was replaced)
(Figure 13), green cleaning, educational
tours, videos, signs, dashboards, sessions
and information sheets.

Faculty and students are involved in many
aspects of green building teaching and
research (Figure 14) on and off -campus
including using data from Dal smart meters
and building systems to create alarming
methodology and maximizing control
sequences. Smart metering is used on our
full complement of building stock dating from
1887 to present day. This type of data helps
us to identify issues and act in maintaining

Figure 14. Students monitoring energy consumption

building performance targets. Staff have
received LEED professional accreditation
training and are a part of the Atlantic
Chapter of the Canada Green Building
Council (AC-CAGBC).
Energy audits have been completed for
all campus buildings. Different building

tracking programs and certifications programs
are being evaluated for applicability to all
campus buildings.
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SUSTAINBLE FOOD OFFERINGS
(TARGET: ASSESSED AGAINST PLAN)
Dalhousie released the Sustainable and
Healthy Food Framework in 2016. The
Framework outlines progress made to date
and specific values, focuses of action, and
targets for further action. Quarterly the
food committee of the President’s Advisory
Council on Sustainability meets to discuss
issues.
The University participates in the
Sustainability Tracking Assessment Rating
System (STARS) for universities and colleges.
As part of the STARS program, Dalhousie
tracks and reports publicly on local, thirdparty, and community-based food purchases
percentages and on other aspects of food
and dining services.
At campus dining halls, several awareness
programs are offered, including seasonal
menus and sourcing food from local farmers,
growers and distributors. As part of the Farm
to Table program the food services team
meets with local farmers who are also invited
to meet the Dalhousie community at the
dining halls. Other programs include tray-less

dining; offering fair trade products (coffee,
tea, chocolate); eliminating trans-fats, and
purchasing more whole foods for preparation
on site. Produce from the on-campus Chef’s
garden is used at the dining halls at the
Agriculture campus. Some produce is also
shipped to Halifax (Figure 15).
On-campus student groups have been
actively taking actions on food sustainability.
The Loaded Ladle is a registered levied
Dalhousie Student Union society that
aims to provide affordable, diverse, fresh,
and healthy food. The Dalhousie Student
Union runs a food bank on the Halifax
campus and a farmer’s market and food box
program. Campus gardens in both Halifax
and at the Agricultural campus aim to bring
people together and provide educational
opportunities surrounding sustainable food
systems.
On average 21-24% of all food purchases
(franchises, vending, catering, and dining
halls) based on the 2016-2017 calendar
year are from local (defined as Maritimes),

Figure 15. Food from the on-campus
garden labelled at the AC dining hall
third-party certified (ex. Marine Stewardship
Council, Organic, Fair Trade), or communitybased organizations (defined as organizations
under 500 employees). There are higher
percentages of local food purchases based on
certain commodities like produce and between
different food services such as dining halls
versus retail in season.
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MAJOR PLANNING, POLICY, REPORTING, AND
COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS INCORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY CONCEPTS
(TARGET: CORE PROGRAMS OFFERED AT THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE LEVEL)
Dalhousie’s University Sustainability
Operational Plan (2010) laid out targets and
measures for 2010-2020. The Sustainability
Plan identified several issue-specific plans and
policy directions that were needed to support
detailed action. In the last seven years, the
plans outlined in the overarching Sustainability
Plan have been created and are in action. In
addition, several policies and guidelines have
been created. These include:
Plans
• Campus Master Plan for Halifax (2010)
and AC Campus Master Plan (2017).
Both plans include focused sections on
sustainability and the Dalhousie built
environment and grounds.
• Campus Utility (energy and water) Master
Plan (2012). A comprehensive plan
including building audits for the Halifax
campuses.
• Climate Change Plan (v.1) (2010). Version
Two is slated for release in 2018.
• Natural Environment Plan and Guidelines
(2014).

•
•
•
•

Solid Waste Management Plan (2015)
Sustainable and Healthy Food Framework
(2016).
Renewable Energy Master Plan –
Agricultural Campus (2014).
Transportation Demand Management
Plan (2011). An updated action plan was
released in (2016).

Guidelines and policies
• Active Transportation Guidelines
• Green Cleaning Policy
• Natural Environment Policy and Guidelines
• Paper Policy
• Sustainable Building Policy
• Sustainability Statement of Principles
• Sustainability Policy
• Vehicle Anti-Idling Guidelines
• Vehicle Share and Green Fleet
• Water Pledge
Dalhousie University is a Chartered participant
of the International Sustainability Assessment
Rating Systems (STARS). Every three years,
Dalhousie submits information on over 65
criteria related to sustainability operations,

curriculum, research
and engagement for
rating. Dalhousie’s
current STARS rating is
Gold.
Every fourth year the University, releases
this public Sustainability Progress report.
Annually, a detailed Greenhouse Gas Inventory
is prepared and published. This inventory
outlines progress made on climate change
goals. Annually, a Commuter and CampusWide Sustainability Survey are published. Data
from these two initiatives help to evaluate
programs and identify opportunities for
future action. The Office of Sustainability
produces annual reports with highlights that
are presented to the Board Facilities and
Capital Construction Committee. An annual
celebration is held each year. The office
communicates with campus and community
members through presentations and lectures,
social media, web-based stories, campaigns
and programs.
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SUSTAINABILITY IS REFLECTED AS A CORE CONCENTRATION
IN THE UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM AT THE UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE LEVEL
(TARGET: CORE PROGRAMS OFFERED AT THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE LEVEL)
Dalhousie’s College of Sustainability offers
the opportunity for every Dalhousie student
and professor to engage meaningfully with
today’s pressing issues of Environment,
Sustainability and Society. The ESS major
integrates with seven Bachelor’s degree
programs and forty subjects across five
Faculties. The College acts as a focal point
for Dalhousie’s scholars and students and
members of the broader community, creating
synergies in learning, teaching, scholarship
and community engagement. The curriculum
incorporates team teaching, problem-based
and experiential learning, hands-on internship
opportunities, and a weekly public lecture
series (Figure 16).
Sustainability courses and community cooperative education opportunities have an
action-oriented focus, such as: Campus as a
Living Lab; Management Without Borders;
hands-on internships, the RBC Sustainability
Leadership Certificate, and a fourth-year ESS
Capstone consulting class.

Figure 16. College of Sustainability students working with mentors on solar projects
Sustainability curriculum is reflected across
many faculties from courses on renewable
energy and energy efficiency to sustainable
building design. Dalhousie’s Faculty of Science
and the Faculty of Agriculture both offer strong
undergraduate programs in Environmental
Science. At the graduate level, the School for
Resource and Environmental Studies offers
interdisciplinary and collaborative Master’s

programs with thesis (MES) and non-thesis
(MREM) options. A new PhD program in
“Resources, Environment and Sustainability
is being developed for Fall 2019. The Masters
of Marine Management focuses on issues of
ocean sustainability.
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POSITIVE STUDENT AND EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
TARGET: ASSESSED EACH PHASE THROUGH QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE MEASURES
The Office of Sustainability collects annual
survey data to capture feedback from students
and employees. This data is used to identify
emerging issues, gauge success, and improve
on programs. The Office of Sustainability’s
annual survey collects data, on average, from
1800-3500 students and employees each year.
Management Without Borders students helps
the Office administer and report this survey
data. Data from the survey is used by DalTRAC
(Dalhousie Transportation Research Group) to
create the annual Commuter Survey for the
Office of Sustainability.
Survey respondents identified opportunities
including more promotion of waste, energy
and transportation management plans and
programs; supporting better bus connections,
shuttles and cycling infrastructure,
reducing fossil fuel dependency, investing in
renewable energy and increasing sustainable
investments; and supporting local sustainable
food sourcing. Survey data highlights positive
support for and engagement in sustainability
initiatives year over year. In the last two years,
the University has been listed as one of the
Greenest Employers in Canada (Figure 17).

Figure 17. AC facilities staff working on waste management
initiatives

FUTURE PLANS
Considerable progress has been made
on a variety of areas compared to 2010
baseline measures. The final 2020 set
of Phase 3 targets for the Sustainability
Plan are significant. To achieve these
targets, strategies such as renewable
energy agreements and green building
certification for existing buildings will need
to be deployed in combination with other
current programs and innovations. By
2021, an updated Sustainability Plan for
the next decade will chart the course for
future actions.
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